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The System for Public Information Service on the TV
 Three important items to be materialized
 Creating the contents of information suitable for Public Weather Service
 Providing the necessary hardware and software for TV broadcasting
 Producing a weather program for TV broadcasts with clear commentary
 (1) Weather information for PWS
 Gathering Information from GTS, FMO, Satellite and Radar imageries
 Weather/Flood Forecasting and Warning for direct service to the public
 (2) TV broadcasting system
 Preparing the System compatible with A&V broadcasting standard
 Providing a reliable dissemination network to the TV stations
 (3) Producing a program with Skillful commentaries
 Well‐?stablished functions for PWS both at normal and critical weather
 Producing screen items for Hydro-Meteorology and Oceanographic
 Organizing TV programs with and expertise operation management
Public Weather Services on TV Broadcast
(1)
 Disseminations from a Satellite Studio at SWC
 Producing a program with Audio & Video stream at SWC
 Delivery the A&V files to multiple TV Stations as needed
 IP-VPN over MPLS network (Closed IP network) or Commercial
Internet can be used for video transmissions
 Dedicated circuit or radio wave links can also be useful
 System structure for the new TV system
 Generating Video Stream at SWC and transmitting Contents to
Multiple TV Stations (National / Public / Private)
 Proposing Simplified PC-base System such as Ustream or
Podcast Producing Technologies base, for example
 Soft Chroma-key Technology can generate Composite Videos
with an interpreter on the National / District base maps
 Retaking Technology in the TV screen can also be useful
Public Weather Services on TV Broadcast
(2)
Public Weather Services on TV Broadcast
(3)
 Information elements for broadcastings
 General Weather Reports and Forecasts
Weather Map, GPV Charts, Radar or Satellite Imageries
 Information for Agricultural, Stock Farming or Marine Specifics
 Abnormal or Critical Weather, Cyclone, Flood Warnings or etc.
 Interpretation for Enlightenment of Natural Disaster Prevention
 Interface method at TV stations
 Video Interface (PAL video signal or Image Files)
 Audio Interface (AES/EBU Voice signal or Audio Files)
 Still images or Motion movies
 Other considering issues
 Considering PWS to share with Internet Web Services
 Radio broadcasting and the service for cellar terminals
 Adapting to Future Digital Broadcasting System (e.g. ISDB)
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